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INTRODUCTION
Energetic projectiles colliding with a surface can remove
surface particles. This phenomenon is called sputtering.
Most work so far, experimental as well as theoretical, has
been performed in the field of ion beam induced sputtering
of elements and alloys. However, in 1968 Townsend and Kelly
observed emission of negative halogen ions from several al
kali halides bombarded with 100 to 600 eV electrons. In 1969
Townsend and Elliott showed that KI could be sputtered with
ultraviolet light. Since that time an increasing amount of
research has been performed on the sputtering of alkali ha
lides with electrons. Total sputtering yields were measured
as a function of the target temperature and the electron
energy. Also directional emission of halogen atoms was ob
served.
Lacking so far were reliable measurements on the energy
spectra of the sputtered target particles, in particular in
the field of electron sputtering of alkali halides. These
spectra, if available', give a considerable amount of infor
mation on the processes in the crystal which lead to sputter
ing. Besides being of fundamental interest such a knowledge .
is important for plasma physics, radiation damage and se
veral surface investigation methods like LEED and AUGER spec
troscopy and electron microscopy.
In this thesis the sputtering processes of alkali halides
during electron and ion bombardment are investigated by
measuring the energy distributions of the sputtered target
particles. Earlier measurements on the sputtering of alkali
halides with 6 keV Ar ions were performed with the aid of a
velocity selector, but the spectra were rather noisy because
of fluctuations in the ion beam intensity. A new machine was
set up which was able to measure the energy distributions
with a time of flight method. Due to the fact that the energy
spectrum is scanned in a few milliseconds the intensity va
riations of the ion or electron source can no longer influence
the spectrum.
The technique used for the energy analysis is the correla
tion method. The ion or electron beam is switched on and off
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with a pseudo random sequence. After a cross correlation of
the output with the input signal the pulse response is ob
tained, from which the energy distribution can be calculated.
We first investigated the electron induced sputtering of
alkali halides. It was observed that the emission of halogen
atoms was controlled by two different processes. One of them
leads to the emission of halogen atoms with a kinetic energy
up to 1.5 eV, the other produces thermal halogen atoms. In
chapter I the processes leading to non-thermal halogen atom
ejection are discussed. Energy distributions measured at se
veral target temperatures and different electron energies
are reported in chapter II. In this chapter a possible expla
nation is given for the emission of thermal halogen atoms.
The model discussed here is al_o able to explain the varia
tion of the total sputtering yield with the target tempera
ture and the electron energy.
In chapter III and IV the sputtering of halides during 6
keV Xe ion bombardment is reported. The spectra of the
metal and halogen atoms consists of a superposition of up to
three distributions, each of these arising from a different
process. Finally, in chapter IV an analogy is drawn between
the sputtering of alkali halides with electrons, protons and
heavy ions.

Literature concerning this introduction:
P.D. Townstnd and J.C. Kelly, Phys.Lett. 2bh (1968) 138.
P.D. Townsend and D.J. Elliott, Phys.Lett. 28A (1969) 587.

C H A P T E R

I

ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS OF ATOMS SPUTTERED FROM
ALKALI HALIDES BY 540 eV ELECTRONS

The emission of halogen and alkali atoms, occurring under
bombardment of alkali halides with electrons
has been inves
tigated. The electron energy was 540 eV and the
temperature
of the target was varied between room temperature and 400 C.
Vie measured the energy distribution
of the emitted
neutral
particles
with a time of flight
method. It was found that
either diffusing
interstitial
halogen atoms or moving holes
dominate the sputtering
process above 200 C. Below ISO C
alkali halides with lattice
parameters s/d >_ 0.33 show emis
sion of non-thermal halogen atoms, s is the interionia
space
between two halogen ions in a <110> direction
and d is the
diameter of a halogen atom. In general the energy
distribu
tion of the alkali and halogen atoms is thermal above Z0€ C,
but not Maxwellian.

H. Overeijrider, M. Szymonski, A. Haring, A.E. de Vries.
Rad.Effects (1978)
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1. INTRODUCTION
When alkali halides are bombarded with electrons or ultra
violet light, sputtering of the surface is observed » ' ' .
Palmberg and Rhodin 'observed the emission of neutral alkali
and halogen atoms as well as halogen molecules from KC1 bom
barded with 1.5 keV electrons. They showed that positive ions
were not ejected. Townsend and Kelly found that at room tem
perature also negative halogen ions were emitted from NaCl
and LiF. Elliott and-Townsend observed the.emission of par
ticles in the direction of <110> rows of their crystal. Their
measurements were performed above 200 C and they found no sig
nificant change in the emission pattern by applying an electric
field. This may indicate that at high temperatures most of
the emitted particles are neutral. Townsend et al.
showed
that the patterns were produced by the halogen emission. The
metal has a cosine distribution along the target normal.
1
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Colour centre research of irradiated alkali halides reveals
that only the halogen lattice is set into motion. Several
models have been proposed in order to explain the efficient
production of F and H centres which are formed even with low
energy electrons and photons Can F centre can be considered
as an electron on the site of a halogen ion vacancy. An H
centre is an X, molecular ion occupying a halogen site. X
denotes a halogen atom.).
8

Varley proposed a mechanism in which a halogen ion loses
two electrons and becomes a positive ion by the radiation.
This halogen ion is then ejected into an interstitial position.
The energy required for this process however, is higher than
needed for the Pooley mechanism. The model of Pooley and
Hersh
involves "he excitation of a halogen ion by an impinging
10

electron. This so-called primary exciton or electron-1 2
hole pair exists for about 10
s and then contracts with a
neighbouring halogen ion to form a relaxed exciton (effectively an excited X , molecular ion) with a lifetime of about
10
s . This excited molecular ion can decay either radiationless, in which case the electronic energy is transferred
into kinetic energy of the halogens, or by radiation, causing
1 1
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Fig. 1 - Schematic drawing of the apparatus.
EG = electron gun; T = target; S = slit; SID = surface
ionization detector; ION = ionizer; OP = quadrupole
mass spectrometer; MULT = multiplier.

15
7

emission with-n a luminescence band . After deexcitjtion of
the exciton, nearby situated F and H centres are formed. It is
known from colour-centre research that these F and H centres
are well separated over several lattice distances. This may be
caused by a focussed collision replacement sequence , which
will be described in the discussion.
Ejection of the halogen atom may then be due to a focussed
collision replacement sequence penetrating the surface, diffu
sion of the interstitial halogen atom to the surface, or by
diffusing excitons . In the latter case the ejected particles
will have a kinetic energy of 5 eV or more, while the former
two will give rise to lower energies of the ejected particles.
7

11

This implies that valuable information about the sputtering
mechanism can be obtained if we study the energy distributions
of the sputtered particles. We therefore set up an experiment
in which we were able to do this by means of the correlation
method. A preliminary account was given in a letter by Overeijnder et a l . .
1 2

2. APPARATUS
2.1. General
A schematic view of the apparatus is given in figure 1.
Particles are sputtered from a target T by means of electrons.
The electron beam hits the target under an an^Ij of about 30°
with the normal. Only particles emitted perpendicularly within
a solid angle of 1 . 10
sr are investigated. A hot rhenium
wire (75 udiameter) acts as a surface ionization detector
(SID) for the detection of neutral alkali atoms. Only a frac
tion of about 11 is intercepted.
The neutral particles are detected with a quadrupole assembly
QP.

2.2. Electron Gun And Target
The compartment containing the electron gun and target is
pumped with a combined ion getter/sublimation pump. The pressure
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under working conditions is approximately 2.10" torr. Our
electron gun was, simply taken from an old television set and
delivered a total electron current of 0.3 mA with a current
density of 1 mA/cm on the alkali halide target. At high tem
peratures of the target (300 - 400°C) we had to reduce this
current because our correlator cannot handle a signal of more
than 3 . 10 counts/s.
We made our polycrystalline targets compressing powder at
5000 atm. for about 5 minutes. They are then mounted on a cop
per target holder, which can be heated up to 500°C. The elec
tron gun filament is at earth potential and the target holder
voltage can be varied from 0 to +540 V , so negatively charged
halogen ions cannot escape from the target.
2.3. Detection Of The Neutrals
Neutral particles are ionized with an Extranuclear electron
bombardment ionizer type II. The ionizing efficiency is approx
imately 10
for thermal and 10
for hyperthermal particles.
The efficiency is proportional to the density and therefore
inversely proportional to the velocity. Positive ions are mass
selected in an Extranuclear quadrupole mass spectrometer type
324-9 (QP). The mass resolution m/Lm is set to a low value
( ~40) in ordor to obtain 1004 transmission of the particles.
For the detection of the ions a magnetic multiplier (Bendix
M-306) is used.

2.4. The Correlation Method
The energy distribution of the emitted particles was deter
mined from the time of flight spectrum. In order to measure
this spectrum the so-called correlation technique was applied.
In this method the electron beam is chopped randomly. After a
cross correlation of the random input signal with the output
signal from the multiplier, the pulse response dS/dt is obtain
ed. s is the total sputtering yield and dS/dt is proportional
to the number of particles detected in time interval dt.
The big advantage of this method is that all velocities are
0
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measured simultaneously, so that intensity changes in the gun
do not influence the measurements. The correlation method has
been described by C. Visser et a l . , but instead of an analog
correlator we used a digital one, controlled by a P.D.P.-15
computer.
The time of flight distribution dS/dt is directly recorded
by the computer. From this distribution the energy and velocity
distribution of the particles can be obtained by applying the
following formulae:
1 3

dS
3 dS
dE ~
at
t

t

dS

«.2 dS

av ~ * ar

f 1 1
C 1

J

f n

.

w

The flight path of the particles before reaching the
ionizer was 1.43 m.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1. Observed Signals
We bombarded various alkali halides with 540 eV electrons
and always observed the emission of alkali atoms (M), halogen
atoms (X) and halogen molecules (X?)• Alkali and halogen fluxes
were of the same order.of magnitude except from LiF. The molecu
lar flux had an intensity of 0.9 to 20 % of the halogen atomic
flux. During sputtering of CsBr (which has a Csl type cubic
structure instead of the NaCl type cubic structure) we were also
able to observe a weak CsBr molecular signal. We never encountered
this for the NaCl type alkali halides.
Csl, also showed emission of particles with the mass of the Csl
molecule. However, due to the rather poor mass resolution of
our mass spectrometer (40) , we could not distinguish whether
this signal was due to I, or Csl emission.
A complete list of the investigated materials is given in
table I. Na, K, Ca and F, could not be detected because of a
large background in our spectrometer for these masses, yet the
total fluxes of Na and K could be observed with the surface
ionization detector.

Table I

Review of the investigated materials, together with
the relative fluxes of the ejected particles at
400°C.

material

crystal
structure

impurity
(p.p.m.]

LiF

NaCl type

300

signals
observed

cubic
RbCl

NaCl type <

500

cubic

NaBr

i

Li

0.12

F

1

Rb

1.4

Cl

1
0.07

Br

1

Br
NaCl type

NaCl type

2

0.02

Br

1

Br

2

0.07

10

500

cubic

Rb

0.8

Br

1

Br
CsBr

Csl

type

11

2

Cs

2

CsBr

1

500

0.03

2

Rb

1
9 * 10"

2

60

Cs

1
0.03

l

2

2

CdCl_ type unknown

Zn

- 0.1

rhombic

Br

1

Br

AgBr

NaCl type

unknown

cubic
C a I

2

Oil, type

2

CdI i type
hexagonal

2

0.2

r

- 0.1

ZnBr

~ 0.1

Ag
Br

<10"

2

«io-«

1

s « in"

unKnown
I

hexagonal

Pbl

3

40

1

cubic

ZnBr

50

1

1

Csl type

i

10

13

cubic

Csl

4

1

J

NaCl type

S» 10"

1

cubic

Rbl

0.2

0.01

'z
NaCl type

i

40

15

cubic

KI

0.04

1

Br

NaCl type

50

2

Br

cubic.

Nal

3

SO

13

cubic

RbBr

5 « 10"

1

cubic

KBr

vapour pres
sure of pure
metal at
400°C (torr)

6

NaCl type

1

relative
flux at
400°C

unknown
!

1

'2

0.02

Pb

<n.03

i

i «1

1
0.1

10

- 6

1
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Also some other metal halides (ZnBr-, AgBr, Cal,, Pbl,)
were investigated. Halogen atom emission always occurred,
but the metal was not observable except for ZnBr,. A certain
relation exists between the emission of the metal and the
vapour pressure of the metal: less metal atoms are observed
for metals with a lower vapour pressure [see table I) .
Halogen emission stopped after a short time for AgBr and
Pbl targets, probably due to a complete coverage of the
target by a metal layer. Enrichment of Pb in the surface has
been detected by means of Rutherford backscattering.
2

3.2. Energy Distributions of the Alkali Atoms
Models of the sputtering mechanism of the alkali halides by
means of electrons » imply that only the halogen lattice is
activated. Thermal evaporation of alkali atoms is expected if
the vapour pressure is high enough, which is the case for most
alkalies.
We measured the alkali atom energy distribution from RbBr,
CsBr and Rbl at several temperatures up to 400°C. This distri
bution was always in the thermal energy range, as expected.
We denote the total electron current by I and the sputtering
ratio, in this case defined as the number of alkali atoms
leaving the surface per incident electron, by S . The differential
flux of atoms which leave the target under an angle 6 with the
target normal in a solid angle &Q and with velocities between v
and v + d v is given by:
8

9

e

S

* " h o 7^ P

d

(v)dv

f

C0S 8

(3)

p(v) dv is the probability that an atom leaves the surface with
a velocity between v and v + d v ; <v> is the mean velocity of
all the evaporated atoms. <v> and ir are normalization constants
so that ƒ fd* = I„S . The energy distribution g-g of these
ft u
atoms is given by the relation:
d

* °V

s

It follows that

X

d E

" e HI

( 4 )
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Fig. 2 - Energy distribution, divided by E % of Rb atoms evapo
rating from a Rbl target at 400°C under bombardment
of 540 eV electrons.

s,
tim» (ms) — *

Fig. 3 - Time of flight spectrum of Br atoms leaving a KBr tar
get at 400°C under bombardment of 540 eV electrons.
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v
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e
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^

If we assume that the evaporated atoms behave like an ideal 3i •
•
i
dS •
dimensional
gas, -rp
is given by:
d

S - c
1
- E A T Af—i cos 6
-rp
(6)
dE - So
2 E e
„
dS
-E/kT
So jg is proportional to E e ' . However a careful analysis of
the observed energy distributions showed that they were proportional
i -E/kT
-to E e
. This is best shown in a semi-logarithmic plot, where
dS
jg is divided by E . Such a plot is given in figure 2, dis
playing the Rb signal originating from a Rbl target under
electron bombardment. The target holder was kept at 400°C.
A temperature of 394 C is calculated from the inclination of
this line. With the target holder near room temperature the
temperature as calculated from the distribution was slightly
higher, probably due to local heating of the surface by the
impinging electron beam.
c

( k T }

2

1

2

3.3. Energy Distributions Of The Halogen Atoms
As discussed in the introduction, a better understanding
of the halogen emission process can be obtained once the ener
gy distributions of the emitted particles are known. We mea
sured the halogen energy distributions from all samples in
table I, except ZnBr, and AgBr. In most cases the temperature
of the target holder was varied between 55°C and 500 C; the
electron energy was fixed at 540 eV.
Above 200°C only a thermal energy distribution was observed.
Below 150°C interesting features appear in the distribution
of some alkali halides. Particles with a higher energy than
expected from thermal evaporation are found. Typical examples
are given in figures 3 and 4. The time of flight spectra of
Br atoms leaving a KBr target at 400°C and 100°C are displayed
here. The measurement at 400°C (fig. 3) only shows a thermal
distribution, but at 150°C a second peak is clearly visible.
The peak with a maximum at 3.4 ms in figure 4 corresponds with
thermal particles, the second one with the maximum at 1.5 ms
with faster particles. These particles will be called non
thermal. As indicated above, these fast particles are not al-
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•--..
time ( m s ) -

Fig. 4 - Time of flight spectrum of Br atoms leaving a KBr target
at 100°C under bombardment of 540 eV electrons.

I FROM *
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100* C
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8|«
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02
ENERGY (eV)

03
.

04

Fig. 5 - Energy distribution divided by E*, of I atoms leaving
a Nal target at 100°C under bombardment of 540 eV elec
trons.
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ways present. In fact they are only clearly visible in the
energy distributions from RbCl, KBr, RbBr, KI and Rbl below
150°C. On the other hand, NaBr, CsBr. Nal and Csl give rise
to a purely thermal halogen energy distribution, even below
100°C. In figures 5-7 we have plotted log (|§/E*) of the
halogen distribution versus the energy for Nal at 100°C and
for KBr at 100°C and 400°C. Obviously the iodine energy distri
bution of Nal (fig. 5) is caused by evaporation of iodine atoms
i
2

and is proportional to E exp(-E/kT) like the alkali atoms. IVe
calculated a temperature of 128°C from this distribution.
In strong constrast with the Nal result is the plot of
dS
log ( g c / E ) °f
bromine atoms leaving a KBr target at
100°C (fig. 6 ) . Only below 0.1 eV a linear part can be recog
nized , mostly due to thermally evaporating bromine atoms.
The rest of the spectrum is formed by bromine atoms with a
mean energy higher than thermal, which, as said, will be cal
led non-thermal particles. With increasing temperature, the
thermal part grows and at 400° C the number of non-thermal
particles forms only a small fraction of all emitted atoms.
The full line in figure 7 corresponds to a temperature of
408°C. The small difference between the experimental points
and the full line above 0.2 eV is caused by non-thermal par
ticles.
2

t n e

From the measurements below 150°C we observe that the
number of ejected non-thermal particles decreases strongly
above a kind of cut-off energy, and atoms with higher energies are
not found anymore. This cut-off energy is not affected by
the temperature of the target between 2 5°C and 150°C and by
the energy of the electron beam between 100 eV and 540 cV, as
wc verified in a few additional experiments. The values of the
cut-off energies are given in table II.
Since the time of flight distribution is measured in time
intervals At and the fast particles show up in the beginning
of this distribution (see fig. 4 ) , the time resolution t/At
is rather poor and so will be the energy resolution E/AE.
The non-thermal bromine distribution of KBr at 100°C (fig. 4)
vanishes in the fifth time interval. So t/At = 5 and E/SK «2,5.
Therefore we can only give an energy region in which the non-
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Fig. 6 - Energy distribution, divided by E , of Br atoms leaving
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thermal distribution vanishes. From table II it follows that
the highest energy of the emitted halogen atoms is below l.S eV.
Although the energy interval for RbCl is rather large, we may
probably conclude that there exists a tendency to higher cut
off energies for lighter halogen atoms.

4. DISCUSSION
We have seen in the last section, that the energy distribu
tion of the emitted halogen atoms has a thermal and a non
thermal part. The non-thermal part is not present in all halogen
spectra. It follows that two mechanisms are involved in the
ejection of the halogen atoms. In our apparatus we can only
measure signals relative to each other. lVe observed (see for
example figures 3 and 4} that the non-thermal part vanishes
with respect to the thermal part upon increasing the tempera
ture of the target. Al Jammal and Townsend * measured the
total sputtering yield of several alkali halides, bombarded
with 540 eV electrons. They found that the sputtering yield
increases exponentially with the temperature of the target.
This yield rises in KI from 5 at 180°C to about 16 at 260°C.
Since, at temperatures above 150°C, most of the emitted halo
gen atoms are thermal, one might conclude that the thermal
part in the energy distributions is increasing exponentially
with the temperature.
11

Let us first consider the processes that can lead to the
emission of non-thermal particles:
1. An exciton, created by the impact of the electron beam,
migrates to the surface where it undergoes a radiationless transition giving rise to the emission of an energet
ic halogen atom.
2. An exciton decaying in the bulk of the crystal can start a
focussed collision replacement sequence , followed by a
thermal migration of the H centre
. When the replacement
sequence, or the migrating H centre reaches the surface,
a halogen atom can leave the surface.
An exciton that decays at the surface in process 1, will give
11

7
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Table II
Maximum observed energies of emitted halogen atoms
under bombardment of electrons.

sample

cut-off (eV]
between
0.67 and 1.34
0,64 and 0.95
0,64 and 0.95
0.44 and 0.57
0,44 and 0.57

RbCl
KBr
RbBr
KI
Rbl

Table III

Comparison between the parameter s/d and the presen
ce of non-thermal particles, s is the interionic
space between two halogen ions along a <110> row,
d is the diameter of a halogen atom.

sample

s/d

non-thermal
particles

Csl
Nal
NaBr
CsBr
KI
Rbl
KBr
RbBr
RbCl

0.17
0.18
0.29
0.30
0.33
0.40
0.47
0.5S
0.73

no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
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rise to the highest energies of the emitted halogen atoms.
The energy of the exciton of 5 to 8 eV might be imparted to
the leaving halogen atom. The atom has to overcome the surface
binding energy of tl^e atom to the surface. This energy is not
well known, but sputtering experiments of alkali halides by
rare gas ions indicate a value of about 0.5 e V . So the sput
tered halogen atom would have an energy of 5 eV or more.
Considering table II this is clearly not the case: the maximum
observed energy is smaller than 1.5 eV. Apparently excitons
do not decay at the surface.
1G

On the other hand a focussed collision replacement sequence
(i.e. a collisional event along a <110> axis in which a neutral
atom is participating] is also unlikely to reach the surface.
Energy is lost in each step when the moving halogen configura
tion has to squeeze between metal ions and the sequence is defocussed due to the thermal movement of the lattice.
Dienes and Smoluchowski- estimate a maximum number of five
steps in the sequence in KBr at 200 K. Above room tempera
ture this number will even be lower due to an enhanced 'hernial
defocussing. The migrating H centre however, formed at the end
of the cascade in process 2, may have a considerable diffusion
range. According to Itoh and Saidoh the relaxation time of
the thermal annihilation of H centres in KBr near room tem
perature is about 10 s. In that time the thermally migrating
H centre (activation energy for migration ~ 0.09 eV) can per
form about 10 steps . This makes the probability for a migra
ting H centre to reach the surface much larger than for the col
lisional replacement sequence. The H centre will have an energy
of about 2.S e V ' . At the surface this energy can be used to
break the bond of the X, molecular ion (the H centre) and to
overcome the surface binding energy. The dissociation energy
of the molecular ion is about 1.0 to 1.3 eV depending on the
type of halogen . The excess energy may then be released in
the form of kinetic energy of the leaving halogen atom and will
be in the order of 0.5 to 1 eV, as observed for the non-thermal
particles. So we can connect the emission of non-thermal parti
cles with thermally migrating H centres. Since H centres are pre
ferentially oriented in a <110> direction, the emission of these
15

17

15

1

19

1 8
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atoms may be in a <110> direction.
Townsend suggested a simple model in which he considered
the available space of an interstitial halogen atom in a <110>
row participating i n a focussed collision replacement sequence.
He predicted that for materials like Nal with s/d < , no replace
ment sequences would be possible (and so the formation of a
separated F and H pair) , except at the surface or near disloca
tions, s is the interionic space(between the halogen ions along
a <111> direction and d the diameter of a halogen atom.
Following Townsend we liste.d the investigated alkali halides
versus the lattice parameter s/d in table III. The ionic and
atomic radii were ta'ken from references 21 and 22 respectively,
s/d for CsBr and Csl has been calculated along a <100> direction
•because of their different,crystal structure.
Apparently only 'alkali Ijalides with a value of s/d >_ 0.53
emit non-thermal halogen atoms. Since the non-thermal
particles are formed by migrating H centres, this observation
is in agreement with the prediction of Townsend.
NaBr, Nal, CsBr and Csl only emit thermal particles under elec
tron 'bombardment. The, process, responsible for, this thermal
emission, may be the 'production of an inters'titial halogen
atom, which has not the configuration of an H centre but the
split or the body-centered interstitial configuration. The for
mation energy of such an interstitial may be lower since the
available space is larger than on a <110> row. When this inter
stitial diffuses to the surface, the halogen atom may evaporate
and contribute to the thermal part of the energy distribution.
It is also possible that free holes, produced by electron impact,
move to the surface and become trapped by a surface i o n . The
resulting halogen atom can then evaporate thermally. However,
the holes become self-trapped into V centres in about 10
s'.
According to U e t a the activation energy for thermal migration
of V„.centres in KBr is 0-.43 eV, which makes them well mobile
above room temperature. When the V„ centre reaches the surface,
also evaporation of a halogen atom may result. From our'measure
ments we cannot distinguish between these possible processes,
but at any rate these 'diffusion processes will exponentially
increase with the temperature.
20
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Summarizing we conclude that the sputtering process of alkali
halides with electrons above 150°C is dominated by diffusion
of interstitial halogen atoms or by diffusion of holes, followed
by a thermal evaporation of the halogen atoms. Below 100°C we can
divide the alkali halides into two types: alkali halides with
s/d < 0.33 and with s/d >_ 0.33. The sputtering process for sam
ples with s/d < 0.33 is caused by the same process described
above, while for alkali halides with s/d >_ 0.33 there is a con
siderable contribution of migrating H centres. Near room tempera
ture the fraction of emitted non-thermal particles is roughly
50',, which may even increase at lower temperatures. However,
our apparatus was not suited to measure this.
The alkali atoms indeed are evaporated thermally, as expected
by several authors. However, if the vapour pressure of the pure
metal becomes too low, no metal atoms leave the surface anymore.
Halogen emission can be stopped completely after a metal layer
has been formed on the surface of the salt. This was observed
for AgBr and Pbl,.
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C H A P T E R

II*

ELECTRON SPUTTERING OF ALKALI HALIDES.
A STUDY OF ITS DEPENDENCE ON THE BEAM ENERGY AND
TARGET TEMPERATURE.

Experimental results are presented on the sputtering
of
alkali halides by electrons with varying electron energy and
different
target temperatures.
The energy distributions
of
the emitted alkali and halogen atoms have been measured
with a time of flight
method. It was found that with inoreasing temperature the ratio of thermally emitted
halogen
atoms to non-thermally
emitted halogen atoms increase
expo
nentially.
We also observed that this ratio is dependent on
the electron
energy.
The experimental
results
aan be understood if it is as
sumed that the thermal emission of halogen atoms is caused
by V.-centres,
created by electron impact. A model is de
scribed which explains the experimentally
observed
sputter
ing
yields.

* H. Overeijnder, M. Szymoftski, A. Haring, A.E. de VTies.
Rad.Effects, in press.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that alkali halides are sputtered very
efficiently, when they are bombarded with low energy elec
trons. (See for example the review of Itoh ) . The sputtering
is induced by inelastic energy transfer from the electrons
to the halogen sublattice. This energy can be converted in
to kinetic energy via a radiationless electron-hole recom2
bination ) . The primary defects produced in this process are
an F-centre (a halogen ion vacancy in which an electron is
trapped) and an H-centre (a molecular halogen ion Xl occupy
ing one lattice site), separated from each other due to a
collision replacement sequence ) . On the other hand, a free
hole produced by electron impact will relax into a V 4
centre ) (a molecular halogen ion X- occupying two lattice
sites).
In a previous paper ) we argued that the emission of non
thermal halogen atoms (maximum energy < 1.5 eV) was not
caused by the replacement sequence itself, but by thermally
migrating H-centres which reach the surface and there eject
an energetic halogen atom. It was also shown that most of the
halogen atoms are emitted thermally ) . In order to obtain
more detailed information about the thermal emission process,
we examined the energy distributions of the emitted halogen
atoms at various target temperatures and several electron
energies.
v

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND RESULTS
The electron gun and target were mounted in a beakable
stainless steel compartment. Under measuring circumstances
-S
the pressure in this compartment was about 2 x 1 0
torr.
The electron gun filament was at sarth potential and the
electrons were accelerated towards the target by putting a
voltage of +100 to +S40 V on the target holder. Measure
ments were performed with target temperatures ranging from
room temperature up to 400 C.
After a flight path of 1.43 m the emitted atoms were
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ionized in an electron bombardment ionizer and mass selected
in a quadrupole mass spectrometer. The energy distributions
were measured with the correlation method. More details re
garding the experimental setup are given in reference 5 .
With our apparatus we cannot measure absolute signals.
Therefore we studied the ratio of thermal and non-thermal
halogen atoms, present in one distribution, from KBr, RbBr,
KI and Rbl. These ratios were obtained in the following way:
Experimentally it was found ) that thermally evaporating
alkali and halogen atoms by electron impact had the follow
ing energy distribution:
dS ~ E

, / 2

expC-E/kT) dE

(1)

dS is the fraction of the total number of sputtered atoms
with kinetic energies between E and E+dE and T is the abso
lute temperature of the target. By fitting equation (1) to
the low energy part of the spectrum, we calculated the ratio
of thermally sputtered halogen atoms to non-thermally emit
ted halogen atoms (S , /S • } from the observed energy dis
tribution (see figure 1). These ratios as measured from KBr,
KI, RbBr and Rbl are displayed in figures 2 and 3. For these
measurements the electron energy was always kept fixed at
540 eV and the temperatures were varied from rooa tempera
ture up to the temperature where the non-thermal atoms were
just observable.
s

s

o n

t

ie

We also investigated the dependence of i,/ ,th
'
primary electron energy between 100 eV and 540 eV for KBr,
KI and RbBr. The temperatures of the targets were chosen in
such a way that with 540 eV electrons abput equal amounts
of thermal and non-thermal halogen atoms were emitted. The
temperature of the KI and RbBr targets was kept at 55 C, the
KBr target at 100°C. The experimental data of KBr and Kl are
displayed in figures 4 and S. Starting from low electron
energies S ,/S , decreases and reaches a constant level at
300 eV. Not shown in the figures is the ratio for the RbBr
target, which has a constant value of 0.77 in the measured
energy range from 200 to 540 eV.
t

r
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Figure 1 - Energy distribution of I atoms, sputtered from
KI at 90°C with 540 eV electrons.
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540 eV electron bombardment.
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3. THE PROCESSES LEADING TO EMISSION OF HALOGEN ATOMS
In the introduction we mentioned that H-centres give
rise to non-thermal sputtering. This is due to the fact
that the molecular ion, e.g. Cl^, is larger than the atomic
ion CI . The potential energy therefore is higher when a
molecular ion occupies a lattice site instead of an atomic
ion. On the other hand, if the original Cl~ is not only
excited but deprived of its electron, a neutral CI atom (a
hole is formed, which fits in the lattice. In that case one
may expect thermal sputtering by the following well-known
processes: the hole relaxes into a selftrapped state in
— 1 ? ft
about 10
s ). This self-trapped state, called a V,-centre,
can be considered as a ClI molecular ion occupying two lat4
tice-sites ) . At room temperature it has a lifetime of
about 4 x 1 0 " s in KBr ) . If it reaches the surface by diffu
sion it may neutralise a surface halogen ion, which can
then evaporate thermally. Ueta ) found a value of 0.41 eV
for the migration energy of the V^-centres in KBr by pulsed
electron beam analysis. This makes them well mobile above
o

room temperature. Al Jammal et al. ) already suggested V,centre diffusion as a possible sputtering process, but re
jected it because of its lifetime being less than 10
s.
Yet the lifetimes observed by Ueta are orders of magnitude
larger than 10-9 s, which is long enough to allow the VYcentres to reach the surface.
In the appendix we show that the number of thermal halo
gen atoms originating from this process is given by:
S., = —
t h

e

I H(x) erfc(——-) dx

V >

(2)

\.,n

o
v
in which S . is the number of halogen atoms released upon
the incidence of one electron, H(x) dx is the energy de
posited by the electrons at depth x, r.,, is the effective
energy absorbed in the production of a V.-centre and A., is
the mean V.-centre range. X„ may be written as:
V.,T expf-E^/kT) ...
M x
A = ll±
3—3
3
- Z(~L-)
exp(-E*/2kT).
(3)
1 / ?

1 / Z

y

}/Z
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i is the length of a jump of the V,-centre (~ 2.5 AJ, T is
the lifetime of the V.-centre (a few microseconds), E its
activation energy for thermal migration (~ 0.5 eV) and v
v

+17

is the frequency factor for V,-centre jumping (-10

4. COMPARISON OF S

t h

_1

V

s ).

WITH TOTAL SPUTTERING YIELDS

The most important result of the present experiments is
that above about 150 to 200°C practically all the ejected
halogen atoms are thermal. This means that the experimentally obtained sputtering yields of Al Jammal et al.8 '9)
above 160 C, can be compared with equation (2) for S . .
1

4- • ï!}?-3ëE§5dence_0f_S . On_Electron_ Energy
t

We will first compare S . with the energy dependent
measurements on the total sputtering yield of KI at 220°C,
a
obtained by Al Jammal et al. ) . IVe evaluated equation f2)
numerically with different trial values for the range of
the V,-centres. The best fit with the data of Al Jammal et
al. was obtained with a V,-centre range of 12S A and a value
for the mean energy absorbed in the production of a V.centre of 31 eV. The results are shown in figure 6. The
points are the experimental sputtering yields obtained by
o
Al Jammal et al. ) and the solid line is calculated with
equation (2). In the next section it will be shown that
theoretically the activation energy for V.-centre migration
should be twice the activation energy observed in the exponential increase of the sputtering yield with the target
temperature. Since Al Jammal and Townsend ) observed that
the sputtering yield of KI increased exponentially with an
activation energy of 0.22 eV with temperature, we take E
equal to 0.44 eV. It follows then from equation (3) that
V„T = 2.4 x 10 and if v., > 4 x 10 s~ as argued by Popp and
10
Murray ) , the lifetime of the V^-centre should be smaller
than or equal to 6x 1 0 s . This is quite reasonable in view
o; the fact that Ueta ) observed a lifetime of the Vj.-centre
in KBr of 3.8x 10" s.
6
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4.2. The_Derjendence_0£_S . _On_The_Target_TeraEerature
It is useful to calculate first the asymptotic behaviour
of S when the range of the electrons is much larger than
the range of the V^-centres, which is the case when the
energy of the electrons is high or when the temperature of
the target is low. Then the energy deposition function H(x)
becomes practically constant (say H ) compared to the
changes in erfc(—-—). We may then write:
h

(4)

I H(x) erfc(—*—) dx ~ H A,, /I I erfc(y) dy
1
- o v
j
\\..Jl
?2
v

The thermal sputtering yield in this case is proportional
to the range of the V^-centres. Since, according to equa
tion (3), this range increases exponentially with tempera
ture with an activation energy E_/2, the thermal sputtering
yield will also increase exponentially with an activation
energy E^/2.
In the temperature region where Al Jammal and Townsend
performed their measurements on the total sputtering yield
) (170-320°C), the range of the V^-centre is just about
equal to or smaller than the range of the electrons. In KBr
for example, the lifetime of the V.-centres is 3.8x10" s
and the activation energy for thermal migration is 0.41
9

7

eV ) . If we assume that the frequency factor v, is of the
same order for KBr as for KC1 and K I ) (4 x K r s " ) . the
range of the V.-centres calculated with equation (3) equals
the range of 500 eV electrons (320 8 ) at about 330°C and
is smaller for lower temperatures. So starting from low tem
peratures, the sputtering yield will increase more or less
exponentially with an activation energy equal to E V 2 .
v
Table I gives experimental values of E and the activation
energy (E ) in the temperature dependence of the sputtering
^
9
s v
yield,
Jammal
andan
Townsend
) . Indeed
E ;E
for KC1observed
and KBr.by
KIAl
seems
to be
exception,
but Popp
andII
r

10

3

1

s

Murray ) pointed out that the temperature region, in which
they had to investigate the V,-centre motion in KI, may

Table I.

sample

E

v

a" C« >

KC1

O.S4

KBr
KI

E| (eV)

a

0.27

C

0.41

b

0.28

c

0.27

a

0.22

c

Activation energy for V.-centre diffusion and acti
vation energy for the temperature dependence of the
total sputtering yield of halogen atoms for several
alkali halides. a = reference 10; b = reference 7;
c * reference 9.

Table II.

sample

activation energy
(eV)

KBr

0.35 +_ 0.03.

KI

0.37 + 0.03

RbBr

0.20 *_ 0.02

Rbl

0.15 + 0.02

Apparent activation energy for the temperature
dependence of S ^ / S ^ ^ .

have been too low to describe this motion with the simple
relation v exp(-E /kT).
From the reason given above, it follows that the expo
nential increase of the sputtering yield with temperature
is in principle controlled by V.-centre diffusion. In
some cases however, the vapour pressure of the metal may be
so low (i.e. Li) that the rate of alkali atom evaporation
is lower than the rate at which the halogen atoms are sput
tered. In that case, as already suggested by Al Jammal and
v

q

Townsend ) , the evaporation of alkali atoms will control the
sputtering of alkali halides.

5. THE DEPENDENCE OF S
ELECTRON ENERGY

t h

/S

n t h

ON TARGET TEMPERATURE AND

3

/S

' th nth
exponentially with the target temperature. The variation of
S.,/S ., is well described with the empirical formula:
•S
g^i- = A exp(-E /kT)
nth
a

(S)

The obtained values for E are listed in Table II. On com
paring table II with the values of E^ in table I, it is ob
vious that S ,/S _ increases faster with temperature than
the total sputtering yield S. Since S ~ S , it is reasonable
to conclude that S ,. decreases when the target temperature
increases. An explanation for such a decrease can be the
following: At very high temperatures the range of the V.centres in their random motion is so high that nearly all
can reach the surface and contribute to the thermal sput
tering yield. On decreasing the temperature of the target,
more and more V.-centres will trap an electron in the bulk
of the crystal. The resulting electron-hole recombination
may produce an H and an F-centre via a radiationless
transition. So at lower temperatures, more H-centrcs can
be produced and the non-thermal sputtering yield will in
crease. An alternative possibility is that vacancies, pro
duced at the surface by leaving halogen atoms, migrate
t
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inwards at higher temperatures and trap the migrating Hcentres. This process will also reduce the non-thermal sput
tering yield at higher temperatures..
The energy dependence of / S ] can also be explained
qualitatively. Suppose that the number of H and V.-centres
produced in some region is proportional to the energy de
posited in that region. So dn„ = p„ H(x) dx and d n =
p H(x) dx. For very low electron energies the range of the
centres is much larger than the range of the electrons.
Therefore they have unit probability to reach the surface
in a random walk. This means that the number of H and V, centres that arrive at the surface is given by p„ E , and
p E , . The ratio Sf-h/S-*]. will be proportional to the num
ber of V. and H-centres arriving at the surface:
S
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At very high electron energies the H and V^-centre ranges
are small compared to the electron range. Only those V,and H-centres can reach the surface that are produced with
in a distance from the surface of the order of their mean
range. We denote the ranges of the H and Vj.-centres by x
and Ay respectively. The energy deposition HCx) in this small
region is almost constant, say H , so the number of V and
H-centres able to reach the surface is proportional to
p Ay H and p„ x„ H respectively, and therefore
H
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Thus depending on whether the range of the H-centres is lar
ger or smaller than the range of the Vj-centres
(A /A„ < 1 or > 1 ) , the ratio S u/S
will decrease or in
crease from Py/Pu to p Ay/p„ A„. Considering figures 3 and
4 we conclude tentatively that the H-centre range exceeds
the V -centre range in the case of KBr at 100°C and KI at
v
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the electron energy in the measured range, the H and V^centres are probably equal in this case.
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APPENDIX
The processes leading to thermal emission of halogen
atoms can be described as follows: The energy of the elec
trons is dissipated over a distance R . (the range of the
electrons). Vj.-centres, produced at some depth x, will exe
cute a three-dimensional random walk during their lifetime
T. If they reach the surface in that time, they are trapped
and neutralise a surface halogen ion, which can then evapo
rate. So the surface acts as an absorbing wall for the V.centres.
a

Following Al Jammal et al. ) we approximate the energy
deposited at depth x by the electrons (H(x) dx) by two
straight lines (see figure 7 ) . The maximum of H(x) at the
intersection of the two lines is taken at x = 0.2 R , and
el
also the other constants describing the shape of the func
tion H(x) have the same values as used by Al Jammal et al.
An empirical expression for the range of the electrons is
given by

) •

R i = k E™,,
(Al)
el
o el
where a and k are constants and E . is the electron energy.
As Al Jammal pointed out, a may have values ranging from 1
to 2. We also have the relation:
R j
| H(x). dx = E
(A2)
o
e l

O

The experimental results of Al Jammal et al. ) show that
the sputtering yield S decreases for electron energies above
400 eV. (see figure 5 ) . Since the sputtering yield is rela
ted to the energy deposited in the surface layers, it fol
lows that this energy decreases with higher electron energies.
For o = 1, at high energies, both the energy deposited at
the surface and the sputtering yield S remain constant. A
reasonable guess is to take a • 2. In that case the sputtering
yield will decrease inversely proportional to E , for high
E .. We then obtain for the range of the electrons:

«tl

Figure 7 - Simplified energy deposition curve H(x) for elec0

trons (after Al Jammal et al. ) . R , is the range
of the electrons.
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Once a V^-centre has been produced, it can be destroyed
only by retrapping an electron from the conduction band.
Destruction of V.-centres by impurities can be neglected
because these only constitute 10 to 500 ppm in the used
targets. If the number of jumps of the V^-centre during its
lifetime T is N, the range of the V -centre is obtained
t

ft

from

B

**

):

\

= l ff) ,
V2

(A4)

where l is the length of one jump. In a thermally activated
motion, where the activation energy for V.-centre jumping
is E , N can be expressed as:
N = V T exp(-Eg/kT) ,
V

(AS)

where v„ is the frequency factor for V,-centre jumping. From
equation (A4) and (A5) we get for the range X„:
>

v

= I (^p)

1 / 2

exp(-E^/2kT) .

(A6)

From equation (A6) it follows that the range of the V.-centre
increases exponentially with temperature, the apparent acti
vation energy being half of that for V.-centre jumping.
In order to calculate the thermal sputtering yield we
still have to know two things: the number of V^-centres pro
duced at a depth x by the impinging electrons and the pro
bability that these V,-centres are trapped at the surface.
We assume that an effective energy s„ is needed for the pro
duction of one Vj-centre. (This energy is higher than the
energy absorbed in one ionization process because energy is
lost either if the V.-centre immediately retraps its elec
tron or if the halogen ion is merely excited. In both cases
energy is lost without a V. -centre being formed). The number
of produced V.-centres at depth x is then given by
H(x)dx/e .
y

Calculation of the probability for a randomly moving
particle to reach an absorbing wall at a distance x is a
well known problem ) . When the centre is produced at time
t = 0, the probability that it arrives at the absorbing wall'
between t and t+dt from a depth x is given by ) :
- i exp(-x /4Dt) dt
(A7)
2t(nDt} '
D is the diffusivity of the centre. The total probability
p(x) that the centre reaches the surface during its lifetime T is obtained by integrating equation (A7):
x

q(x,t) dt =

2

i

7

l/

J

T

p(x) = I q(x,t) dt

(A8)

o
2
Using A„ = 2DT, p(x) can be rewritten as:
P(x) - é )
*

V

Z

2

f exp(-y ) dy = erfc(-ï^)
>
A../2

V

CA9)

2

With the assumption that for every V,-centre trapped by
the surface a halogen atom evaporates, the number of thermally desorbed halogen atoms per incident electron is given
by:
S . = — f H(x) erfc(-i-) dx ,
V >
A„/2
o
V
where A„ can be obtained from equation (A6).
t

t n

e

(A10)
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C H A P T E R

III

THE SPUTTERING PROCESSES DURING 6 keV Xe ION BEAM
BOMBARDMENT OF HALIDES

Mass selected energy distributions
of sputtered atoms and
molecules from AgBr, AgF, Cdl„ and Pbl„ have been measured
using a time of flight
method. The analysis of
experimental
data shows a complex character of the sputtering
which can
be explained by a simultaneous appearance of three
different
processes:
collision
cascade, thermal spike and thermal eva
poration of decomposed target material.
The analytic
expres
sions for energy distributions
given by the three
sputtering
mechanisms are in very good agreement with the
experimental
spectra.
Physical parameters of the energy
distributions:
E-, (surface binding energy}, T
(mean temperature of the
spike) and T (macroscopic surface temperature) are obtained
and their physical meaning is discussed.
A comparison be
tween existing
sputtering
theories and results
of the inves
tigations
is
presented.

M. Szymoiiski, H. Overeijnder, A.E. de Vries.
Rad.Effects (1978).
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1. INTRODUCTION
The collisional mechanism of sputtering of elementary so
lids has been well established by a large number of highly
accurate experiments (see recent reviews 1 and 2 ) . Many of
the experimental results could be explained by the collision
cascade theory '^ ' . For compound targets the theoretical
approach is the same, involving however a nonstoichiometric
effect. This effect becomes important at large mass differ
ence of the target components .
In several experiments, however, the sputtering cannot be
explained satisfactorily by the binary collision cascade
model (references 7 to 12). In order to describe an unex
pected large and strongly temperature dependent sputtering
yield of several metals and compounds the thermal spike me
chanism has been used by Thompson and Nelson ' and recent
ly by Kelly . Thompson and Nelson also pointed out that the
spike contribution to the sputtering causes a low energy
peak in the energy spectrum of atoms sputtered from a gold
target with 43 keV Ar and Xe beams .
Kelly and coworkers have studied the stoichiometry
changes of the surfaces of several oxides and h a l i d e s ' ' ' .
The observed loss of oxygen and halogen from the surfaces
has been interpreted as being due to the bombardment induced
decomposition and subsequent evaporation of oxygen and halo
gen.
For the reasons mentioned above one may express the total
sputtering yield as a sum of three different parts:
3

s

6

7

0

13

7

9

coll.

th.sp.

10

1

th.evap.

where "coll.", "th.sp." and "th.evap." moan contributions
from binary collision cascades, thermal spikes and thermal
evaporation of decomposed particles respectively. Naguib
and Kelly have defined several criteria for a possible
occurrence of those mechanisms in sputtering of nonelementary targets. As will be shown in section 3 a direct indication
of such complex character of the sputtering process can be
10

50

MULT

Figure 1 - Schematic drawing of the apparatus.
IS = ion source; T = target; S = slit; SID = sur
face ionization detector; ION = ionizer; QP =
quadrupole mass spectrometer; MULT = multiplier.
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obtained fro: mass selected energy distributions of sputter
ed particles. Therefore we have performed such measurements
using AgBr, AgF, Cdl and Pbl samples and a 6 keV Xe ion
beam.
2

2

2. EXPERIMENTAL
Energy distributions of sputtered atoms and molecules
have been measured with the apparatus schematically shown
in Fig. 1. The ion source, described in detail by Politiek
et al. *, produced a 6 keV Xe ion beam with a current densi
ty of 0.5 mA/cm". The angle of incidence was 60 . Neutrals
leaving the target normal to the surface were ionized in an
electron impact ionizer and analysed by a quadrupole mass
spectrometer. We were able to analyse only neutral particles
because of a negative potential of 6 kV on the target. The
base pressure in the collision chamber was below 1x10
torr, increasing to 8 x 1 0
torr during a run.
In order to obtain energy distributions a time of flight
method, the correlation technique has been used. This me
thod, the mass selected detection of neutrals and all tech
nical details are described elsewhere .
All targets were polycrystalline, obtained from chemical
ly pure powders by pressing them at 5000 atm. during 5 mi
nutes .
11

15

3. ON THE ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS OF SPUTTERED PARTICLES
16

According to Politiek and Kistemaker the flux *(E) of
particles leaving the surface with energy E is connected to
the flux *(E') inside the solid by the following transforma
tion formula:
*(E) = JTT *(E') = J - T J - *(E + E ) ,
b

(1)

where E, is a surface binding energy of the particle as a
consequence of the binding force directed perpendicular to
the surface.
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Let us consider atoms sputtered as a result of a colli
sion cascade. It is known from theory as well as from ex
periment that in a binary target with a mass ratio be
tween the components less than 2 we can use the same approx
imation as for an elementary target:
6

17

*(E') ~ -L

.

(2)

The expressions (1) and (2) lead to an energy distribution
of atoms sputtered by momentum transfer from the binary col
lision cascade:
•coll

( E )

L

( 3 )

~3 •

If simultaneously sputtered atoms X, Y have a relative
energy smaller than the dissociation energy of the XY mole
cule, cluster formation is possible and an asymptotic ex
pression for the high energy region has the form :
18

•«ol.C

E)

+ n

+ 0

5

~ E^x y - ^

C 4 )

'

where n » n * 2 refer to the powers in the atomic distributions (2). This so called statistical model predicts a
much steeper decrease of the molecular flux with the spec
tral energy than formula (3) does for atomic spectra.
If a primary ion dissipates its energy to the lattice at
a high rate almost all particles within a small volume of
the collision cascade can be in motion and a so called
"spike" event takes place . There is a tendency in such a
system to reach local equilibrium and for this reason a
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution has been assumed to describe
the energy spectrum of particles forming the s p i k e ' . The
binding energy E, restricts the number of sputtered particles
from the spike but does not influence the Maxwellian distri
bution (see formula (1)) and one can write:
19

7

•th.sp.W ~

E

e x p C

-kT^

}

'

19

( 5 )
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where the temperature T sp • should correspond to a mean energy of the particles within the spike volume. There is some
doubt about the name "thermal" for the spike because of the
collisional origin of this phenomenon; the mean energy of
the particles forming the spike can even be in the eV range
. However, as far as the Maxwellian distribution can be
used (5) there is always a possibility to define a tempera
ture T . and in this paper we prefer to retain the term
"thermal" and to stress the thermal properties of the spike.
Up to now very little is known about so-called "oxygen
sputtering" ' ' or, more general, about ion beam - in
duced decomposition and evaporation of target material. Ac
cording t.o the work of Chadderton and Torrens we think
that an ion beam produces a large number of displaced atoms
near the surface. These interstitials are highly mobile and
can easily diffuse to the surface, then reach a thermal
equilibrium with the surface atoms and evaporate if the
vapour pressure of such material is sufficiently high.
Another possibility is that the decomposition is induced by
inelastic energy loss of the Xe ion (like exciton and hole
formation during electron irradiation » ). Nevertheless the
expected energy distribution for thermally evaporating sur
face particles is the same as we have measured during sput
tering of alkali halides with an electron b e a m ' . The
spectra of evaporated alkali atoms as well as thermal halo
gen atoms and molecules were accurately described by the
expression:
I 9

9

10

11

20

15

21

15

•th.ev. ~ ^

e X p (

" ^

•

21

( 6 )

The temperature T in expression (6) should now corres
pond to the macroscopic temperature of the surface, equal
to or slightly above room temperature because of heating by.
the incident beam.

4. THE ANALYSIS OF ENERGY SPECTRA
As will be shown in the next section we have observed a
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Figure 3 - 1 atoms sputtered from Cdl with 6 keV X e ions.
The experimental energy distribution *(E) is plot1/3
ted as a function of (E/*) ' versus the energy E.
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large contribution of molecules to the sputtering. Induced
dissociation of these molecules may give extra atomic ions
in the ionizer of our detection system, which could in
fluence the measurement of the distributions of sputtered
atoms with the same mass. Fortunately we have used the time
of flight method and the atomic ions produced by dissocia
tive ionization of molecules would contribute mostly to the
low velocity parts of the spectra. However, we have not ob
served particles at all in the low velocity range of the
investigated spectra while in the same velocity range of
the corresponding molecular distributions quite large sig
nals have been observed. This fact indicates that the in
fluence of induced dissociation in the ionizer on the
measured energy distributions was negligible. Three ex
ceptions for Br, F and Cdl are considered in section 5.
The time of flight distribution of I atoms sputtered
from a Cdl, target is shown in Fig. 2. The structure of the
spectrum suggests that the sputtering is caused by more than
one mechanism. Let us assume that the collision cascade me
chanism is responsible for the sharp peak at the high ener
gy part of the plot.
Thus formula (3) is valid. Now this expression can be re
written as follows:
E

( /*collJ

1/3

~

E

+ E

^">

b •

In Fig. 3 our experimental data are plotted as a function
1/3
of (E/*) ' versus spectral energy E. Apparently the experi
mental points form a straight line in the energy range above
0.7 eV. According to equation C3'] the corresponding binding
energy E. can be calculated from the plot. With the known
parameter in distribution (3) we subtract the collisional
part from the total experimental energy distribution, lead
ing to the difference spectrum *'(E) = *(E) - * n . CE).
The Maxwellian distribution (5) can be written in a loga
rithmic form:
c o
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The difference spectrum *'(E) is now plotted according to
equation (5') in Fig. 4. Once more the experimental points
exhibit a linear dependence on the spectral energy, in this
case from 0.5 eV down to 0.1S eV, indicating the spike ori
gin of this part of the spectrum. From the slope of this
line we have calculated the mean temperature of the spikes
T

to be equal to 1000 K. A deviation of experimental
sp.
points below 0.15 eV shows another contribution to the sput
tering at very low energies. We now subtract the thermal
spike distribution to get *"(E) = *'(E) - *(E).,
and
use the logarithmic form of equation (6):
logO _
t h

e v -

/ / Ë ) ~ -E/kT .

(6')

As can be seen in Fig. 5 the spectrum 4>"(E) fits very well
the linear dependence equation (6') down to 0.01 eV which
is the lowest energy detectable. The temperature T obtained
from the slope of this line is equal to 400 K, somewhat
higher than room temperature, which may be caused by heating
due to the incident beam.
So we are able to reproduce our experimental spectrum as
the sum of 3 analytical distributions (3,5 and 6) with the
physical parameters E. , T
and T. The theoretical curve
for I atoms'from a Cdl, target is presented in Fig. 6 (solid
line) together with the components * i i , * u
nd
*th ev (broken lines) and the experimental points. We have
applied this method for the analysis of all energy distri
butions for atoms .as well as for molecules. Of course in
several cases the spectra consist only of two or even one
contribution.
a

co

t

S D

5. RESULTS
The observed signals and results of the analyses of ener
gy distributions of the investigated targets are summarized
in Table I. The relative numbers describing the intensity
of the observed signals are not corrected for the efficiency

Table 1
Thermal

Thermal

Target

Observed

Relative

Collisional

particles

signals

distribution

»E

0.5

yes

1.0

no

no

Br

1.0

yes

1.2

no

b

«gBr

0.22

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

AgBr

Ag
B r

»gF
.

MI

2

spike
E (eV) distribution
b

distribution

Statistical
T(K)

coll.* th.sc." th.ev.

mechanism

yes

0.03
?

2

0.28

no

1.0

yes
yes

1.0

F

0.13

«gF

0.5

Cd

0.26

yes

0.75

yes

I

1.0

yes

0.54

yes

Cdl

o.n

no

O.OOS

1220

yes

400

40

:

43

: 17

1000

yes

400

57

:

29

: 14

no
no

0.24

0.21

yes

0.75

yes

I

1.0

yes

0.7-

yes

h

0.03

yes

no

"

no
yes

345

b

b

0.01
Pb

™2

evapor.

V"

yes
yes

yes

275

95

:

1050

yes

300

76

j

21

:

3

1140

yes

390

70

:

17

:

13

0 : 5

/es

no

Results of the analyses of energy distributions.
The relative signals are not corrected for the ef
ficiency of the detection system. The sign "--"
means that the information is not available from
the measurements because of a too low signal-tonoise ratio.
a) Relative numbers with the assumption S
,=
t

S

+S

1 0

no

t

coll. th.ev. " ° b) "yes" but ions are from dissociative ionization
in the ionizer (see text, sections 4, 5.1, 5.2).
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of our detection system which can differ substantially for
each mass and are given only for qualitative information.

5.1.

Atomio

spectra

The energy distributions of sputtered atoms form 2 dif
ferent groups. In the case of AgBr the spectrum of Ag atoms
is presented in Fig. 7. This distribution is collisional and
can be fitted with formula (3) (solid line in Fig. 7) and a
surface binding energy of 1 eV. Also bromine atoms sputtered
from the same target show only the collisional energy dis
tribution with a slightly higher binding energy. The last
spectrum however has a small fraction of very low energy
particles which we have attributed to the dissociation of
Br, molecules in the ionizer of our mass spectrometer be
cause of the same time of flight of these particles and Br,
molecules (see section 5.2). A similar behaviour was ob
served for AgF but here the low energy contribution was even
larger.
Completely different distributions have been measured for
atoms sputtered from Cdl, and Pbl,. A typical example of
such a distribution is presented in Fig. 6 and has already
been analysed in section 4. All spectra (Cd, Pb and I for
both targets) are very well described by the sum of three
different parts (equations (3), (5) and (6)) originating
from collisions cascades, thermal spikes and thermal evapo
ration of decomposed target materials. From the fits to the
experimental data we have obtained the surface binding ener
gies, the mean temperatures of the spikes and the macros
copic temperature of Cdl, and Pbl, surfaces. The results are
given in Table I.

6.2. Molecular

spectra

As can be seen in Table I we have observed a large con
tribution of molecules to the total sputtering yield for
all investigated targets. In several cases the energy distri
butions of those particles cannot be described by the statis
tical model mentioned in part 3 (formula (4)). Figures 8 and
9 show the energy distributions of Br, and I, molecules
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atoms sputtered from Cdl, with 6 keV Xe ions.
The theoretical energy distribution (solid line)
is presented as a sum of three analytical distri
butions *
, * . . , *th.ev. (
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and plotted together with the experimental points.
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Figure 7 - Ag atoms sputtered from AgBr with 6 keV Xe ions.
The theoretical "collisional" energy distribution
(formula (3)) is plotted as a solid line together
with the experimental points. The asymptotic be_2
haviour is marked by ~ E
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sputtered from AgBr and Cdl, targets respectively. The spec
tra have quite different shapes and do not correspond with
the asymptotic behaviour E~
given by (4). Considering
other possibilities for the formation of molecules during
ion bombardment we have used the same analytical procedure
as for atoms (see section 4 ) . We have found that the Br,
flux is purely thermal and fits very well distribution
(6) with a temperature T equal to 34S K. However the I,
flux has a more complex structure. The high energy part can
be expressed by a collisional distribution (3] with E, =
0.24 eV. The rest of the spectrum again is thermal (eq. (6))
with a temperature T = 275 K. The same shape of the distri
bution has been observed for I, molecules sputtered form a
Pbl sample.
The observed flux of Cdl also has a complex structure.
Low energy particles are very well described by a MaxwellBoltzmann function (S) which indicates the spike origin of
these molecules, but the temperature T
= 614 K is signi
ficantly lower than the mean temperature obtained from
atomic fluxes. This suggests that in our ionizer a dissoci
ation of Cdl, may occur similarly to Br, dissociation.
Taking into account this possibility the temperature of the
Cdl, distribution is found to be T
= 940 K which is very
close to that from the atomic spectra. The high energy part
of the Cdl spectrum and the flux of AgBr can be attributed
to a statistical mechanism but both distributions decrease
slower with energy than is predicted by the theory.
Unfortunately very little can be said about the Ag, and
Cd-, distributions because of a very weak signal for such mo
lecules. The flux of Cd, roaches a maximum at about 0.1 eV
and decreases rapidly at higher energies. A Maxwellian dis
tribution gives a spike temperature which does not corres
pond with temperatures obtained for other particles and to
gether with the steep slope of the higher energy part of
the spectrum this suggests a statistical mechanism for for
mation of metallic dimers. We have not measured spectra of
heavier molecules like Cdl,, Pb,, Pbl and Pbl, because the
mass range of our mass spectrometer goes up to about 2 50
2
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Figure 8 - B r

2

molecules sputtered from AgBr with 6 keV Xe

ions. The theoretical distribution

(6) (thermal

evaporation) is plotted as a solid line together
with the experimental points.

Xe*—•Cdlj
I molecules
2

Figure 9 -

I, molecules sputtered from Cdl, with 6 keV Xe
ions. The theoretical distribution (solid line)
is presented as a sum of the distributions *
and 4> v
(equations (3) and (6) , broken lines)
and plotted together with the experimental points,
Asymptotic behaviours from the statistical mecha
nism and the colli;ion cascade theory are marked
and ' b-4 5 respectively.
by • E
c o l l
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atomic mass units.

6. DISCUSSION
The present results clearly show that the sputtering of
halogen compounds has a complex character. The collision
cascade model describes in our case only part of the sput
tered particles, which for Cdl, covers less than half of the
total emission. However, energy distributions *. i
are in
good agreement with theoretical formula (3). This fact in
dicates a linear energy transfer in the collision cascade,
even for compounds with a wide mass difference between the
components (m^/m, at least up to about 2 ) . Such behaviour
has been predicted theoretically by Andersen and Sigmund .
The surface binding energy, which determines the efficiency
of sputtering by momentum transfer, is for all investigated
targets significantly smaller than for pure metals (see
Table I: E < 1 eV).
ol

6

fa

Experimentally we have found a large contribution of
"thermal" particles to sputtering which can be ascribed to
thermal spike and thermal evaporation mechanisms.
There are two theoretical treatments of the spike event
using a modern damage t h e o r y ' ' . According to Sigmund
the appearance of spikes and the sputtering yield S ,
are determined by two quantities: the mean density of the
energy deposited into atomic collisions by an incident ion
and the time constant T describing the dissipation of this
energy. The maximum energy density in the central core of
the spike c and the value of T can be estimated using
Sigmund's contour plots from ref. . Generally for fixed
2
energy and type of the projectile, z is proportional to N
(N is the density of the sample) and decreases with decreas
ing mean mass of the target <M>. The behaviour of T is just
opposite. For comparison we also evaluated the experimental
energy density, that is the average energy per particle
™
V 2 k T „ . The numbers, together with important properties of the investigated targets, are presented in Table
II. We have included our experimental data from sputtering
13
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TABLE
target

M

RbCl
RbBr
AgBr

Ag
Cdl

2

Pbl

2

II

NxlOO
3

T

(amu)

<r )

(eV)

61
83
94
108
122
154

2.8

2.1
2.6
8.8

2.5
4.2
5.9
2.8
2.4

29.0

7.2
6.7

(I0

_,3

s)

6.1
4.7
1.4
0.5
1.7
1.6

exp
(eV)
0.20

a)

0.23

a)

3.00

b)

0.14
0.14

Comparison between experimental and theoretical para
meters of spikes. For detailed information see
text,
section 6. a) Experimental results from sputtering of
alkali halides with a 6 keV Xe beam, ref. 24.
b) Experimental result from sputtering of Ag with a
6 keV X e beam, ref. 25.
+
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23

of alkali halides and a silver target.
A pronounced spike effect may occur when e is larger
than the minimum energy needed for sputtering and the time
constant T is larger or of the order of the slowing-down
time T of the collision cascade . The minimum energy for
sputtering should be approximately equal to the binding
energy E, , while T is of the order of 10* s. As we can see
in Table II these criteria are fulfilled for all investi
gated systems and indeed in all cases the spike effect has
been observed except for AgBr. However the experimental
energy density e
of the spike particles is not described
correctly by the quantity e itself: e
and e do not
even show a clear correlation.
ly

e X D

Q

As was mentioned before we have not observed spike sput
tering in the case of AgBr. We think that the reason lies
in stoichiometry changes on the AgBr surface. As we will
discuss below, during an ion bombardment the bromine va
porizes quickly from the surface and silver is left. This
effect can cause a porous structure of the surface layers,
decreasing the effective density N and then lowering the
energy density e . Therefore the effective spike tempera
ture cannot be high. Also the vapour pressure of a heavily
silver enriched surface is probably too low to get a spike.
The last contribution to the sputtering S •
has an
energy distribution given by eq. (6). The experimental spec
tra, for all investigated targets, indicate that a vapori
zation of decomposed target particles occurs if the vapour
pressure of the components is sufficiently large.
Large differences in the vapour pressure between the tar
get components can induce stoichiometry changes on the sur
face with an enrichtment of the less volatile element. This
type of selective sputtering can be caused by spikes as well
as by thermal evaporation of decomposed particles. Since we
observed a large silver enrichment on AgBr where a thermal
spike does not occur, the stoichiometry change apparently
is caused mainly by the evaporation process. So it seems
reasonable to ascribe the selective sputtering of halides
and oxydes to the same mechanism.
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Finally a few remarks are needed about sputtering of mo
lecules. In Table I we see that besides a statistical me
chanism both thermal mechanisms, spikes and evaporation
of molecules, are necessary to explain the experimental re
sults. We would like to stress that sputtering of moler.ules
from spikes is a favourable process for chemical compounds
because the molar heat of vaporization is comparable or
even lower than the heat of vaporization for atoms . From
figure 9 it is clear that direct sputtering of molecules
by momentum transfer from the collision cascade must be
taken into account for I, molecules.
18
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C H A P T E R

IV

THE SPUTTERING PROCESSES OF ALKALI HALIDES
DURING 6 keV Xe* ION BOMBARDMENT

RbCl, RbBr, Rbl and Nal targets have been bombarded with
6keV Xe ions. The energy distributions
of the
sputtered
alkali and halogen atoms were examined with a time of
flight
method. We observed that random collision
cascades,
thermal'
spikes and evaporation of decomposed surface material
con
tribute
to the sputtering.
The binding energies were found
to be S to 8 timev lower than the heat of atomization.
The
spike temperatures were of the order of 1500K and a satis
factory agreement with theoretical
expectations
could be ob
tained. It is argued that the decomposition of surface ma
terial and the subsequent evaporation of alkali and halogen
atoms is caused by the same inelastic
processes that occur
during the sputtering
of alkali kalides with
electrons.

* H. Overeijnder, A. Haring and A.E. de Vries.
Rad.Effects, in press.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Sputtering of elements, alloys and compounds is a well
known phenomenon in modern physics. Much research has been
performed on this subject. (See for example reviews 1 and 2).
The behaviour of ionic compounds under bombardment with elec
trons, heavy ions and ionizing radiation is of fundamental
as well as of practical interest, for instance because of
storage of radioactive material in salt mines. A detailed
knowledge of the processes that lead to sputtering of the
alkali halides is also of use for colour centre research,
sputter deposition of layers and sputtering of insulators.
There are three possible contributions to sputtering:
collision cascades , thermal spikes ' ' ' and decomposition
of surface material 8 '9 . These contributions can be separated
from each other by measuring the energy distribution of the
emitted neutral atoms and molecules. We therefore investi
gated the sputtering of Nal, RbCl, RbBr and Rbl during bom
bardment with 6 keV Xe ions and the results as well as the
physical interpretation are given in this paper.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. Apparatus
A schematic drawing of the apparatus is given in figure 1.
The ion source and the target are mounted in the first com
partment. The ion source produces Xe ions with 6 keV ener
gy and a current density on the target of about 0.5 to
5 mA/cm , dependent on the setting of the ion source. The
angle of incidence is 60° with respect to the surface nor
mal. The alkali halide targets are made of powder, pressed
at 5000 atm. for about 5 minutes. The target has a potential
of -6000 V, so positively charged ions cannot escape. Nega
tive ions have never been observed in our apparatus: probably
they are bent away from the beam line by the electric field.
Under measuring circumstances the pressure in the first coinpartment is about 5x10
torr.

70

MULT

Figure 1 - Schematic drawing of the apparatus.
IS = ion source; T = target; S = slit; SID = surface
ionization detector; ION=ionizer; QP=quadrupole
mass spectrometer; MULT=multiplier.
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Figure 2 - Energy distribution of Rb atoms, sputtered from a
RbCl target by 6 keV Xe ions. Open circles are
experimental values. Curves I, II and II represent
the three different contributions in the sput
tering.' I - random collision cascades, II = hot
spike, III • evaporation after decomposition.
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The sputtered neutral atoms are ionized by electron bom
bardment after travelling over a path length of 1.43 m and mass
selected in a quadrupole mass spectrometer. The efficiency
of the ionizer is approximately 10
for thermal particles
and inversely proportional to the velocity for higher energy
atoms. The pressure in the detection chamber is about 5 x 1 0
torr. The energy distribution of the sputtered atoms (or
differential sputtering yield -JH) is measured with the cor
relation method. Further details regarding the apparatus are
given elsewhere
2.2. The Energy Spectra
It was shown by Szymonski et al. , who investigated the
sputtering in AgBr, AgF, Cdl, and Pbl,, that the measured
energy distributions in general can be split up into three
different contributions: collision cascades, thermal spikes
and decomposition of surface material. These processes have
different energy spectra and the analytical representations
are given by:

<a§)

c o U
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E is the spectral energy of the sputtered atom and E, is
the surface binding energy. For metals E, is given, with
reasonable accuracy, by the sublimation energy, while for
g
compounds the heat of atomization is used. T ., and
surf
P^
f
temperature.
The experimental energy distributions, which in general
are summations of the three distributions, can now be ana
lysed as follows: First equation (1) is fitted to the high
energy part of the energy distribution, where the contribu
tions of (2] and (3) are assumed to be negligible. Then
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Figure 3 - Energy distribution of Cl atoms, sputtered from
RbCl by 6 keV Xe ions. I, II and III see figure
2.
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with the obtained binding energy E, and proportionality fac
tor, equation (1) is subtracted from the experimental energy
distribution. The parameters of equation (2) are determined
from the residual in the same way and after subtraction of
this part, the rest of the spectrum is fitted with equation
(3). In this way the observed energy distributions of alkali
and halogen atoms, sputtered from Nal, RbCl, RbBr and Rbl
are analysed. The results are given in figures 2 to 8. The
circles are the experimental data and the broken lines re
present the three different contributions. The solid line
is the summation of equations (1), (2) and (3) and describes
the experimental data quite well. Relevant parameters ob
tained from the distributions are tabulated in table I. Na
from Nal could not be measured because of a large background
in the ionizer signal at the relevant mass. For the same
reason the signal to noise ratio of the I spectrum from Rbl
was so low that the decomposition part of the spectrum could
not be separated from the total distribution.

3. DISCUSSION
3.1. Collision Cascades
Our analysis shows that cascades contribute between 50
and 8(H to the total sputtering yield. It is of interest to
compare in table I the observed values of the binding energy
with the heat of atomization,
which can be obtained from
i 7
Kubaschewski's tables . Contrary to Ag, Au and AgAu for
which the binding energies agreed reasonably well with the
sublimation energies, '
the binding energies of the alkali
and halogen atoms are three to eight times lower than the
heat of atomization of the alkali ha]ides. This effect will
be discussed later in section 3.2.
3.2. Thermal Spikes
When the collision cascade proceeds, more and more atoms
are involved and at last only moving atoms are interacting
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Figure 5 - Energy distribution of Br atoms sputtered from RbBr
by 6 keV Xe ions, I, II and III see figure 2.
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Figure 6 - Energy distribution of Rb atoms sputtered from Rbl
by 6 keV X e ions. I, II and III see figure 2.
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ENERGV (eV)-

Figure 7 - Energy distribution of I atoms sputtered from Rbl
by 6 keV X e ions. I, II and III see figure 2.
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Figure 8 - Energy d i s t r i b u t i o n of I atoms sputtered I'rom Nal
by 6 keV Xe i o n s . I , II and I I I see figure 2.
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TABLE I

target
RbCl

RbBr

Rbl

Nal

atom

E

b

(eV)

T

.,
spike

(K)

T

( K

S

urf. >

S

: S
ï S
coll.*
th.spike' decomp.

Rb

I.0 + 0.2

1540 + 150

540 + 100

0.81

0.14

0.05

CI

0.4 + 0.1

1600 + 200

540 + 100

0.53

0.29

0.18

Heat of atomization (eV)
3.3

Rb

1.1+0.1

1840 + 180

620 +

80

0.77

0.16

0.07

Br

0.9 + 0.1

1700 + 120

500 +

60

0.63

0.27

0.10

Rb

0.5 + 0.1

1410 + 150

640 + 100

0.70

0.17

0.13

2.7

I

0.6 + 0.2

1150 + 300

I

0.9 + 0.1

1720 + 200

290 +

0.66

0.10

u.24

2.6
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Experimentally determined parameters of the three
sputtering processes.
T

T

spike' surf

=

= surface binding energy;

temperature of the spike and the

surface respectively; S = sputtering ratio. The
heats of atomization are taken from reference 12.
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with each *,ther. One then speaks of a spike, a hot region
in the crystal. The temperatures of the spikes were found
to be around 1500 K (see table I). It is to be noticed that
the temperatures of the alkali and halogen atoms originating
from the same target are equal within the experimental error.
This may reflect that the energy is shared equally between
the alkali and halogen atoms in the spike.
From the measured spike temperatures we can obtain the
mean energy per atom in the spike:

£

exp

=

!

k

T

spike

'

4 1

T .. is approximated by the mean value of the alkali and
halogen atom spike temperature. In a similar manner as
Thompson et al.
we can calculate the mean energy per atom
e deposited by the impinging ion in a volume £2.
e

= 0.2 E / Nfi

fS)

In formula (5) only the elastic energy transfer has been
taken into account. E is the energy deposited by the pri
mary projectile into atomic collisions and N is the atom
density of the target, a is approximated by an ellipsoidal
volume whose semi-axes are the longitudinal <Ax 2> 1/2
' and
2 1 /2
transverse stragglings <y > ' of radiation damage tabulated
by Winterbon . e
and E for the systems investigated
are given in Table II. For comparison we also tabulated e
and z for Ag, Au and AgAu (60 at % Ag - 40 at % Au) inves
tigated earlier' '>^. Certainly there is some correlation
between e
and e . Both theoretical and experimental values
exp
v
are an order of magnitude smaller for alkali halides than
for metals. Qualitative agreement, however, is not. to be ex
pected. One must bear in mind that the use of these tables
for ionic compounds may give rise to large uncertainties in
the obtained quantities due to the 1/r Couiombic potential.
There is also some doubt whether equation (4) describes cor
rectly the energy density, since the factor 3k/2 is the heat
capacity per atom of an ideal gas. If a spike is regarded as
16

e X D

3

r

TABLE II

target

E

exp

(eV)

E (eV)

U (eV)

3.3
3.1
2.7
2.6
3.0
3.9

v

RbCl

0.20

0.63

RbBr

0.23

0.62

Rbl
Nal
Ag
Au
AgAu

0.16

0.52

0.22

0.74

3.00

4.1
7.2
6.0

3.65
3.11

T / T

o

2.1
1.8
1.8
1.6
0.5
0.5
0.4

Experimental and calculated values of the energy
density ( E ) . Values of the sublimation energy and
heat of atomization are taken from reference 12
and r/r values are calculated from reference 17.
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a solid heated up to the spike temperature, the heat capacity
per atom of a solid has to be used (i.e. 3k). This means
that we cannot expect the values of E and z
to acree
vi

exp.

°

with each other better than by order of magnitude. However,
it is shown here that a feeling of the spike temperature can
be obtained with the aid of equation (5).
Spikes may contribute to the sputtering i f :
1. the time constant T of the spike is of the order of or
larger than the slowing down time T of the projectile.
2. the energy density in the spike is of the order of the
sublimation energy of the target.
Values for T/T can be calculated with Sigmund's contour
plots and are given in Table II together with the subli
mation energies. For the compound targets the heat of atomization is used. Condition 1 is fulfilled for the metals as
well as the alkali halides but condition 2 is not satisfied
for the alkali halides. On the other hand when the experi
mental values of the binding energies are used (see Table I ) ,
condition 2 is also fulfilled for the alkali halides.
Thus it appears both from the cascade and the spike dis
tribution that the heat of atomization does not adequately
describe the binding energies. Experimental values are three
to eight times lower than the heat of atomization. Such.a
reduction in binding energy may indicate that a halogen ion'
loses its electron by an inelastic process, before it is
ejected by the cascade or evaporated from the thermal spike.
Since the crystal is ionic the neutral halogen atom is only
weakly bound. The electron, which is promoted to the conduc
tion band, may neutralise an alkali ion. The alkali atom can
be ejected by the same processes as the halogen atom. With
the aid of Winterbon's tables we estimated that about 201
of the total energy of the 6 keV Xe ion is dissipated in
inelastic collisions in the alkali halides. The electronic
stopping power is about 6 eV/A , which means that the im
pinging ion looses about 40 eV in inelastic collisions in
the first two monolayers. Since the band gap energy of the
alkali halides lies in the range 6 to 10 eV, this energy is
sufficient to produce several neutral halogen atoms near the
1 7

17

16
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surface. This makes the above process possible.

3.3.

Decomposition

The decomposition and subsequent evaporation of alkali
and halogen atoms contributes about 5 to 25% of the total
sputtering yield (see Table I). This type of sputtering is
only observed with halides and oxides . Furthermore the
energy distribution of the atoms ejected in such a process
is similar to the energy distribution of alkali and halogen
atoms sputtered from alkali halides with 540 eV electrons .
Therefore we think that this process is induced by the fol
lowing processes. A Xe ion promotes an electron from the
valence band to the conduction band, producing a free hole
and a free electron. The hole becomes self-trapped into a
VY-centre (an X, molecular ion, oriented along a <110> direc
tion and occupying two lattice sites) within a time of
about 10-12 s. The V.-centre is then able to diffuse to the
11

8

10

surface and may neutralise a surface halogen ion which eva
porates . After some time alkali atoms are present in ex
cess and will also evaporate.
If this type of sputtering is analogous to sputtering of
alkali halides with electrons, we might expect that with
projectiles of lower mass the decomposition part grows with
respect to the other sputtering mechanisms because of the
larger fraction of energy lost in inelastic collisions. In
deed this was observed recently by Husinski et.al. . They
found a relative increase in thermally ejected Na from Nal
for decreasing projectiles masses at a kinetic energy of
20 keV. Biersack and Santner bombarded KC1 with 70 to 300
keV H , He and Ar ions. Their sputtering yields were or
ders of magnitude higher than expected from the random col
lision theory and the yields were found to increase expo
nentially with temperature. This is analogous to the sput
tering of alkali halides with low energy electrons .
18

19

20

21

So the decomposition of alkali halides, grows with de
creasing mass of the projectile, higher projectile energy
and higher target temperature. In the extreme case of alka-
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li halides bombarded with fast protons or electrons practi
cally all energy is lost in inelastic encounters and the
decomposition (part III in figures 2 to 8} will dominate the
emission of alkali and halogen a t o m s ' .
10

18
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SUMMARY
In this thesis we report investigations on the sputter
ing of salts during bombardment with electrons and heavy
ions. In particular, these investigations involved alkali
halides, but materials like AgBr, Pbl, and Cdl, were also
studied. In order to learn about the processes which control
the sputtering of salts we measured the energy distributions
of the sputtered neutral atoms. Such distributions were
measured with a time of flight method, the so-called corre
lation method, described in Chapter I.
New results were obtained on the sputtering of alkali ha
lides with electrons. Up to now it has been assumed that the
energy transfer from the bulk of the crystal to the surface
was controlled by either of two mechanisms or a combination
of the two. One occurs when an exciton (an excited halogen
ion) is created by an impinging electron. The electronic
energy of such an exciton can be transferred to a neigh
bouring halogen ion and in this way the exciton can migrate
through the crystal. On reaching the surface it may cause
emission of a halogen atom. The second process occurs when
the energy of the exciton is converted into kinetic energy
of a halogen atom in the crystal via a radiationless tran
sition. The collision cascade created in this way may reach
the surface and eject a halogen atom. For both mechanism the
halogen atom would have an energy of several electronvolts.
However, in Chapter I and II it is shown that the largest
fraction of the emitted halogen atoms is of thermal origin,
especially at target temperatures above 150 C. In Chapter II
we suggested that thermally migrating V,-centres (an X, mo
lecular ion occupying two lattice sites) cause this thermal
emission of halogen atoms. When such a Vj-centre reaches the
surface it is likely that it there produces a neutral halo
gen atom. This neutral atom is only weakly bound to the ionic
lattice and will evaporate. We have observed this thermal
emission for all materials investigated.
Non-thermal emission of halogen atoms also occurs. This
is shown in Chapter I. However, it is only present in those
alkali halides in which the interionic distance between two
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halogen ions on a <110> row is large enough. This distance
has to be greater than 1/3 of the diameter of a neutral ha
logen atom. Furthermore, this non-thermal emission makes a
significant contribution to the total sputtering yield of
halogen atoms only at temperatures below 150°C. The maximum
kinetic energy of the ejected atoms is less than 1.5 eV for
all materials investigated. Considering these results we
conclude that an interstitial halogen atom on a <110> row
(an H-centre) plays an important role in the non-thermal
emission processes. Such an H-centre is produced when the
collision cascade, started by the radiationless transition
of an exciton, does not reach the surface. In this case a
neutral interstitial atom is formed between two halogen ions
on a <110> row. In Chapter I it is suggested that the inter
stitial atom is more likely to reach the surface by thermal
migration than by the collision cascade, because of the
small range of the cascade and the low kinetic energy of
the sputtered non-thermal halogen atoms. Once the H-centre
has reached the surface its stored potential energy will be
converted into the kinetic energy of an emitted halogen atom.
So far experiments have indicated that most of the energy
of the electrons is transferred to the halogen sublattice,
probably due to the fact that the outer electron of the ha
logen ions is much less strongly bound than that of the al
kali ions. Therefore the halogen atoms are sputtered pre
ferentially. After some time alkali atoms are present in
excess and will evaporate. In all cases we indeed observed
thermal alkali energy distributions.
In Chapter III and IV we have studied the sputtering of
halides during bombardment with 6 keV Xe ions. The shape
of the energy distributions of the metal and halogen atoms
is much more complicated in this case. It was found that
three different processes play an important role in the
sputtering of these salts. First of all the impinging Xe
ion starts a random collision cascade. The atoms ejected by
the cascade from the surface have kinetic energies up to a
few hundred electronvolts. Secondly, at the end of the cas
cade moving ions collide with each other. The crystal is
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heated up locally to a high temperature: a hot spike. This
spike gives rise to evaporation of metal and halogen atoms
with a high temperature. The surface binding energies ob
served in these processes appear to be so low that we had
to assume that the sputtered atoms were already neutralized
before they were ejected by the cascade or the spike. Such
a neutralization may be caused by the inelastic energy loss
of the Xe

ions. Finally we found the same thermal evapora

tion processes as we observed during the sputtering of al
kali halides with electrons. These processes cause thermal
alkali and halogen atom energy distributions with a low tem
perature (the surface temperature).
With these experiments we have demonstrated the connec
tion between the sputtering of alkali halides with heavy
ions, protons and electrons. The inelastic energy loss of
the projectiles increases with decreasing mass and increas
ing velocity of the projectiles. The contributions of the
random collision cascade and the hot spike becomes less im
portant compared to the sputtering induced by migrating V^centres. Sputtering of alkali halides with electrons is a
special case: here, elastic energy loss no longer occurs and
therefore the hot spike and the random collision cascade are
not initiated.
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SAMENVATTING
In dit proefschrift worden onderzoekingen beschreven over
de verstuiving van zouten tijdens de bestraling met ionen
en elektronen. Het onderzoek heeft zich voornamelijk gekoncentreerd op de alkali halogeniden, maar zouten als AgBr,
Pbl, en Cdl, zijn ook bestudeerd. De processen, die optreden
tijdens de verstuiving van zouten, zijn onderzocht door de
energieverdeling van de verstoven deeltjes op te meten. Dit
gebeurde met een vluchttijd methode; de correlatie methode,
die beschreven is in hoofdstuk I.
Het onderzoek aan de verstuiving van alkali halogeniden
met 100 tot 540 eV elektronen leverde enkele nieuwe inzichten op betreffende de processen die de uitstoting van alkali
en halogeen atomen veroorzaken. Tot nu toe werd verondersteld dat de energie overdracht van het inwendige van het
kristal naar het oppervlak veroorzaakt werd door éên van de
twee volgende processen of een combinatie daarvan. Ten
eerste produceren de binnendringende elektronen aangeslagen
halogen ionen (excitons), waarvan de energie mogelijkerwijs
overgedragen kan worden op naburige halogeen ionen. Daardoor
kunnen de excitons door het. kristal diffunderen en aan het
oppervlak verstuiving van halogeen atomen veroorzaken. Een
ander proces, dat verwacht werd op te treden, is dat de energie van de excitons, via een stralingsloze overgang, omgezet
wordt in kinetische energie van een halogen atoom in het
kristal. Als de daardoor veroorzaakte botsings cascade het
oppervlak bereikt, kan weer een halogeen atoom het oppervlak
verlaten. Beide processen zouden aanleiding geven tot uitstoting van halogeen atomen met kinetische energieën in het
elektronvolt gebied.
In hoofdstuk I en II wordt echter experimenteel aangetoond dat de meeste verstoven halogeen atomen, vooral bij
temperaturen boven 1S0°C, thermisch van oorsprong zijn. Dit
leidde ertoe de ideeën over het verstuivingsproces drastisch
te wijzigen. Dit is beschreven in hoofdstuk II. Hierin hebben we voorgesteld dat thermisch migrerende V.-centra (een
XZ molecuul ion dat twee roosterposities bezet) deze thermische emissie van halogeen atomen veroorzaken. Als zo'n V^-
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centrum het oppervlak bereikt, dan zou het een neutraal ha
logeen atoom aan het oppervlak kunnen produceren. Dit neu
trale atoom is dan slechts zwak gebonden aan het ionogene
rooster en dampt af. Bij alle onderzochte alkali en andere
metaal halogeniden traden deze processen op.
In hoofdstuk I hebben we laten zien dat boven-thermische
emissie van halogeen atomen ook optreedt. Dit gebeurt echter
alleen bij alkali halogeniden waar een redelijk grote ruim
te tussen de halogeen ionen langs een <110> richting aanwe
zig is. Bovendien heeft deze boven-thermische uitstoting
alleen een belangrijke bijdrage beneden de 1S0°C en ligt de
maximale kinetische energie van de halogeen atomen onder de
1.5 eV. Alkali halogeniden met een interionogene afstand
tussen de halogeen atomen van minder dan 1/3 maal de diame
ter van een neutraal halogeen atoom gaven nooit aanleiding
tot uitstoting van niet-thermische halogeen atomen. Het een
en ander leidde tot de konklusie dat in ieder geval een interstitieel halogeen atoom op de <110> as Teen H-centrum)
een belangrijke rol speelt in deze processen. Zo'n H-centrum
ontstaat als de botsings cascade, veroorzaakt door de stralingsloze overgang van een exciton, het oppervlak niet be
reikt. Aan het eind van de cascade bevindt zich dan een interstitieel atoom op de <110> as tussen twee halogeen ionen,
een H-centrum.

In hoofdstuk I hebben we aangenomen dat, in

verband met de lage kinetische energie van de uitgestoten
atomen en de korte reikwijdte van de cascade, het interstitiële atoom in eerste instantie niet door de cascade naar
het oppervlak getransporteerd wordt, maar dat het door ther
mische migratie het oppervlak bereikt. Eenmaal daar aange
komen wordt de potentiële energie van het

interstitiële

atoom omgezet in kinetische energie van het halogeen atoom
dat het oppervlak verlaat.
Mogelijk ten gevolde van het feit dat het buitenste elek
tron van een halogeen ion veel zwakker gebonden is dan van
een alkali ion, wordt de energie van de binnendringende
elektronen hoofdzakelijk overgedragen op het halogeen roos
ter. Dit betekent dat in eerste instantie alleen de ha'.ogeen
atomen verstoven worden. Na korte tijd ontstaat er een over-
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maat aan alkali atomen, die dan thermisch afdampen. Inder
daad vonden wij in alle gevallen een thermische energie ver
deling voor de alkali atomen.
In hoofdstuk III en IV hebben wij het gedrag van alkali
en andere metaal halogeniden bestudeerd tijdens beschieting
met 6 keV Xe ionen. In dit geval zijn de energieverdelingen
van de verstoven atomen complexer van vorm. Bij analyse van
de spectra bleken drie verschillende verstuivingsprocessen
een belangrijke rol te spelen. Het binnendringende hoogenergetische Xe ion veroorzaakt een random botsingscascade in
het kristal. Dit heeft tot gevolg dat alkali en halogeen
atomen met energieën tot honderden elektronvolts uitgesto
ten worden. Als de dichtheid van de bewegende deeltjes in
het kristal zo hoog wordt dat de bewegende ionen met elkaar
botsen, kan men het kristal ter plekke opvatten als een zeer
heet gas, een hot spike. Dit geeft aanleiding tot afdampende alkali en halogeen atomen met een hoge temperatuur. De
bij deze processen optredende oppervlakte bindings energieen bleken zo laag te zijn dat aangenomen moest worden dat
de verstoven atomen al geneutraliseerd zijn voordat ze door
de botsingscascade of spike uitgestoten worden. Deze neutra
lisatie kan een gevolg zijn van het inelastische energie
verlies van de Xe projectielen. Tenslotte kunnen, door.het
inelastische energie verlies van de Xe ionen, dezelfde pro
cessen gaan optreden als welke gevonden zijn bij de verstui
ving van alkali halogeniden met elektronen. Dit veroorzaakt
voornamelijk een thermische energie verdeling van alkali
en halogeen atomen met een lage temperatuur (ae oppervlakte
temperatuur).
In dit proefschrift wordt dus een verband gelegd tussen
het verstuiven van alkali halogeniden met zware ionen, pro
tonen en elektronen. Bij afnamende massa en toenemende
snelheid van het projectiel neemt het energieverlies ten ge
volge van inelastische botsingen toe. De random cascade en
de hot spike gaan in betekenis afnamen, vergeleken met de
verstuiving door migrerende V^-centra. Het verstuiven van
alkali halogeniden met elektronen is slechts een speciaal
geval; er is geen energieverlies meer in elastische botsin-
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gen, waardoor hot spike en
meer kunnen optreden.

random botsingscascades niet

